
Light modular construction with a 
unique seismic isolation joint

CONTACT US
before March 2018 and receive a 

FREE
evaluation of your architectural plans to determine if they’re 

suitable for modular design.

EQSTRUC.CO.NZ FRAMECAD.COM

Quality Control
The unique seismic joint 
and light steel framing 

reduces the requirements of 
large foundation and heavy 

steel components. Save 
costs and achieve higher 

material efficiency resulting 
in minimal natural resource 

usage.

Lightweight 
Save time and money. Build 
multi-storey structures by 
combing a unique seismic 

isolation joint with with the 
FRAMECAD accurate steel 

frame system. Produce high 
quality results anywhere 
with shorter construction 

time frames.

Timely Construction
Modular designs are factory 

controlled. Modules are 
better managed by easier 

access. Environmental 
issues such as rain/moisture 
are reduced in construction.



About EQ STRUC
Founded in 2011, EQ STRUC has grown to become one of 
New Zealand’s most trusted engineering consultants.
Specialist in structural and seismic engineering, we’ve since 
diversified into multiple disciplines of structural engineering 
and now have offices in Auckland and Wellington.

The EQ STRUC difference!
Our team of passionate engineers are like family and we’ve 
dedicated ourselves to providing cost-effective and practical 
solutions to our clients. 
We consider ourselves innovators and apply the latest 
technology and tools to our work – from Ferro and 3D 
scanning, Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) to advanced 
chloride testing.

About FRAMECAD
FRAMECAD provides a complete design and build system 
that is innovative, cost-effective, suitable for residential and 
commercial construction, and fast to construct. FRAMECAD 
stands behind the quality and reliability of its system. 
All this is backed by the in-depth knowledge and rapid 
response of a multi-lingual, global customer support team.

Added Benefits of Modular Design
Lightweight steel modular design is a fully recyclable 
product. Steel-framing achieves a high degree of 
dimensional accuracy, enabling straight walls, square 
corners and an overall superior finish. 
The stability characteristics of steel means no contraction 
or expansion with moisture changes, so frames won’t warp, 
twist, sag orshrink. Steel framing is also non-allergenic and 
has been recognised by the Asthma Foundation of New 
Zealand (AFNZ) as a ‘Sensitive Choice’.

0800 377 8782


